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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m pleased to be here at the National Trust Conference to report results and lessons learned from UBC Renew – a $192 M program of major building renewals undertaken at The University of British Columbia.  
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OVERVIEW

• Introduction to UBC
• Our problem
• Our solution
• Results, Challenges, Takeaways
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UBC POINT GREY CAMPUS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
15 years after UBC was legislated into existence with the 1907 The Universities Act, UBC  still had no permanent home.  900 students were attending classes in a cramped high school building in central Vancouver.  (star)(Click) Land was cleared at Point Grey (red box) and work had begun on a permanent building. But after WW1, the structure was up and  the economy was down.  Construction had stopped.  
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Vancouver 
Sun 

1920

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Government dithered and there was no progress.  It seemed like the Great War had caused everyone to lose heart.  
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VANCOUVER 1922

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By 1922, the students had had enough.  Student leaders presented 56k names on a petition to  Victoria and paraded through the streets of Vancouver.  
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UBC Point Grey Campus  1922

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Following that, they marched to Point Grey, climbed the frame of the Science building and unfurled banners demanding that the University be built.  The government built 3 permanent buildings between 1923-25.  And today…
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THE UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

• 1000 acres
• 406 buildings worth $5B
• 1 million square metres
• 52,700 students

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UBC is a global centre for research and teaching, consistently ranked among the 40 best universities in the world.  
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NINETY YEARS LATER…
THE PROBLEM

• 90% of UBC buildings are over 30 years old 
• History of insufficient funding to replace 

deteriorating parts and systems
• Result: 
A deferred maintenance debt of $550m

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Despite UBC’s unprecedented new construction, aging facilities & inadequate maintenance funding contributed backlog of deferred maintenance.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some images of what we were facing in 2004: Teaching lab



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Movie shoots requested this room frequently



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Asbestos lined Chemistry Fume hoodLab sink with original 1925 faucetIs it any wonder Chemistry was having problems attracting a new Dept Head? 
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OUR  SOLUTION – UBC RENEW
• $192 million partnership between UBC and 

Provincial and Federal Governments.
• Provided 12 buildings  another 40 years of life 

for just over half the cost of new buildings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve proved that it is possible to restore buildings to a functional condition, align them with academic priorities and preserve campus heritage values..
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UBC RENEW GOALS
• Preserve heritage buildings
• Mitigate deferred maintenance debt
• Align facilities with Academic Plan
• Minimize environmental impacts
• Save money

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The bottom one was key.  At a publically funded institution we have many masters and not everyone was on board.  We had to prove that our concept would work.  We decided on renewals to minimize the impact of demolition and replacement; to avoid the emission of Greenhouse Gases in replacement costs; and to preserve heritage values.



Chemistry North
During renewal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we say renewal, we mean full building renewal.  With one exception, all of the buildings were stripped down to the bare structure and envelope and then re-built again from the inside.  To the delight of our faculty, we ran bobcats up and down the floors clearing old labs, to allow their conversion to modern research and academic space. 



Before               During  

After

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We knew there was no point in bringing a building back to 1962.  We needed to meet modern academic and code standards.To provide the vast new capacity needed  and to ensure reliability, you have to upgrade all the building systems -  electrical, mechanical, water supply, environmental control  and, in Vancouver, upgrade the structure for seismic resilience.Just as a tip, it’s way more cost effective to go into a building once to do the major renewal than to take a piecemeal renovation approach – plus the researchers don’t laugh at you on your third return.  The all-at-once approach is less disruptive to researchers provided you find them adequate swing space. We learned that renovating in an occupied building is like trying to fix a car with the motor running.   



Chemistry North

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So the question our Board kept asking was “Why renew, why not just build new?”  Aside from the need to retain a heritage building,  the answer is two-fold:   Time and Money.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our experience is that if you renew ……. every third building is free (or at least every fourth building) ….. compared to building new.Renewal to modern standard can be undertaken for approx. two thirds the cost of building new. The 67% target was set as an arbitrary threshold for the Renew vs Replace decision.  Other jurisdictions use different thresholds ranging from 67% to 100%.  Other factors such as heritage conservation also come into play.  



Quick Delivery
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Given the rapid change in the world of research, getting projects completed quickly is important.  Our experience with full building renewal projects is that we can  complete them in about 1/3 less time than a new building project.  Design for renewal takes 10 months vs 12 months for build new. Construction time is 12 months versus 22 months for new.  Overall project delivery time is about 22 months versus 34 months for new. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Research facilities are energy hogs.  Laboratories account for 40% of the GHG emissions at UBC.   This is due to the need to condition and circulate vast amounts of air, in our case 2.3 M CFM per year.  UBC’s Clean Energy Research Centre estimates the cost to condition and move each CFM to be $2.69 so the annual cost for this is $6 million.  So these is a big incentive to make them green.  We were worried that this would be difficult with renewal projects.  Our experience though is that you can make them green(er).  LEED Gold renewal of research facilities is very doable, although there was a learning curve to get there.
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REDUCE BASE BUILDING ENERGY
• Optimize lab ventilation with VAV supply, 

exhaust and fumehoods 
• Ventilation heat recovery
• Variable speed drives for fans and pumps
• Building envelope upgrades (improved insulation 

and new thermally broken double-glazing)
• High efficiency lighting and use of light sensors
• Low flow water fixtures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Base building energy use however can be reduced through a variety of measures. These measures largely address base building energy use.  The big challenge is that energy use with modern research equipment continues to increase.  
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UBC RENEW RESULTS
Renewal saves money, time and energy!

• Every 3rd building is free
• Saves time
• Utilization improvement 
• Embodied energy savings 
• Operating savings
• Reduced deferred maintenance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each building renewal cost less than 67% of a replacement building. i.e. Total project cost for full renewals of Chemistry and BioSciences research buildings $350 – 400/SF.  Average unit cost for a new, wet lab research building $535/SF.Projects can be fully designed and constructed in less than 2 yearsRe-configuring lab spaces allowed increase in number of graduate students 16-20%.  Classrooms were reconfigured to meet new class size demand so increased usage.  Primary energy savings are achieved through renewal of existing, rather than building completely new.  This is the savings in embodied energy in structure and envelope.Operating energy savings through improved and upgraded HVAC and electrical systems.  This is for base building energy use, not including plug loads, which have increased with introduction of new equipment. Deferred maintenance reduction was a big driver behind the UBC Renew program-  reduced approx. $162M in DM.Finally, not noted here because there isn’t a number for it, researchers are very pleased with the layout and features of the renewed space.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some images of UBC Renew – we didn’t just do science buildings.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Old Auditorium is deeply loved



Buchanan B Corridor - before

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1961  Buchanan D, a Mid Century Modern 54,000 GSF classroom buildingdouble loaded corridor, banks of unused lockers 



Buchanan B 
Corridor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Opening corridors to create informal learning spaces. 
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Buchanan B Before

After

Informal 
Learning 
Spaces 



Classrooms –
before

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We were able to revise the seat counts and classroom sizes to meet modern demand.



Classrooms  - after



Presenter
Presentation Notes
1962 at UBC…. Buchanan A, lecture theatre building with  wooden fixed tablet armchairs



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We used the wooden backs of the fixed tablet armchairs as acoustic treatment on the walls of the renovated lecture theatre. (overlapping scallop pattern)DTES women’s carpentry training program refinished them.  
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RISKS AND CHALLENGES
• Space constraints 
• Electrical & mechanical system capacity
• Structural loading and vibration damping
• Seismic upgrades
• Swing space requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you renovate old buildings you never know what you might find ….. and what you do find will often cost you time and money.Examples from Chemistry Centre: crumbing concrete columns, water ingress, hand digging for seismic soil anchorsRisks and challenges include:Limited space for modern research equipmentLimited floor to ceiling heights (10-12’ instead of 14-16’) creates issues for some equipmentPoor structural vibration damping (need to put heavy and vibration sensitive equipment – lasers, mass balances, magnetic imaging - in basement)Limited electrical capacity – upgrades are requiredLimited plumbing capacity – issue for aquatics research



Takeaways
• Renewal is Doable – Old buildings can be sustainably 

renewed for 55-67% of the cost of new

• Go Big – Full building renewal works best to ensure 
adequate building system capacity and reliability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Lessons LearnedOld buildings can be sustainably and cost effectively renewed in most, but not all, cases.Full building renewal, rather than piece-meal renovation, is the most effective way to deliver renewal projects and ensure reliable and adequate research infrastructureResearchers are most excited about spaces that allow them to collaborate and share ideas.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember the students who climbed the half-built Science building?  This is the same building. -  Chemistry Centre. Have you priced a new 77,000 SF granite-clad building with copper scuppers and leaded windows lately?  The cost of repair, restoration & maintaining the historic elements were accommodated within the 67% renew-replace ratio.  



Modern research in a 90 year old 
building is not only possible…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is state of the art synthetic and analytical chemistry research in a 1925 Tudor-style English Gothic building… 



… it’s delightful!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our original plan was to “dumb down” the building as part of the renewal project, but the space was needed for research. It has been fully outfitted with wet lab space as well as specialized laser and computer facilities and, it won an Outstanding Achievement Award in 2009, Heritage BCs highest award.    



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Winner of 2009 Outstanding Achievement AwardBC Heritage Awards  highest honour
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